Abstract: We study the stability of the optimal lter w.r.t. its initial condition and w.r.t. the model for the hidden state and the observations in a general hidden Markov model, using the Hilbert projective metric. These stability results are then used to prove, under some mixing assumption, the uniform convergence to the optimal lter of several particle lters, such as the interacting particle lter and other original particle lters.
Stabilit et approximation uniforme des ltres non lin aires avec la m trique de Hilbert, et application aux ltres particulaires 1 Introduction
The stability of the optimal lter has become recently an active research area. Kunita in 19] and Stettner in 28] have studied the ergodic properties of the measure valued process formed by the optimal lter, and have proved the existence of a unique invariant probability distribution for this process. Ocone . Independently, Del Moral and Guionnet have adopted in 9], for the same class of HMM, another approach based on semi group techniques and on the Dobrushin ergodic coe cient, to derive stability results w.r.t. the initial condition, which are used to prove uniform convergence of the interacting particle lter (IPF) to the optimal lter, with a rate (1= p N) for any < 1. New approaches have been proposed recently, to prove the stability of the optimal lter w.r.t. its initial condition, in the case of a noncompact state space, see e.g. Atar 1 ], Atar, Viens and Zeitouni 2], Budhiraja and Ocone 6, 7] .
In this article, we use the approach based on the Hilbert metric to study the asymptotic behavior of the optimal lter, and to prove as in 9] the uniform convergence of several particle lters, such as the IPF and original new particle lters.
A common assumption to prove stability results, see e.g. in 9] , is that the Markov transition kernels are mixing, which implies that the hidden state sequence is ergodic. Our results are obtained under the assumption that the nonnegative kernels describing the evolution of the unnormalized optimal lter, and incorporating simultaneously the Markov transition kernels and the likelihood functions, are mixing. This is a weaker assumption, see Proposition 3.9, which allows to consider some cases, similar to the case studied in 6], where the hidden state sequence is not ergodic, see Example 3.10 . This point of view will be further developped elsewhere. Our main contribution is to study also the stability of the optimal lter w.r.t. the model, when the local error is propagated by mixing kernels, and can be estimated in the Hilbert metric, in the total variation norm, or in a weaker distance suitable for random probability distributions.
Uniform convergence results of the IPF to the optimal lter are proved in 9] under an additional uniform lower bound assumption on the likelihood functions, which is rather strong. Our uniform convergence results are obtained under the assumption that the expected values of the likelihood functions integrated against any possible predicted probability distribution, are bounded away from zero. This assumption is automatically satis ed under our weaker mixing assumption, see Remark 5.6. Motivated by practical considerations, we introduce a variant of the IPF, where an adaptive number of particles is used, based on a posteriori estimates. The resulting sequential particle lter (SPF) is shown to converge uniformly to the optimal lter, independently of any lower bound assumption on the likelihood functions. The counterpart is that the computational time is random, and that the expected number of particles does depend on the integrated lower bounds of the likelihood functions. Also motivated by practical considerations, i.e. to avoid the degeneracy of particle weights and the degeneracy of particle locations, which are two known causes of divergence of particle lters, we introduce regularized particle lters (RPF), which are shown to converge uniformly to the optimal lter.
The paper is organized as follows : In the next section we de ne the framework of the nonlinear ltering problem and we introduce some notations. In Section 3, we state some properties of the Hilbert metric, which are used in Section 4 to prove the stability of the optimal lter w.r.t. its initial condition and w.r.t. the model. These stability results are used to prove the uniform convergence of several particle lters to the optimal lter. First, uniform convergence in the weak sense is proved in Section 5 for interacting particle lters, with a rate 1= p N, and sequential particle lters, with a random number of particles, are also considered. Finally, regularized particle lters are de ned in Section 6, for which uniform convergence in the weak sense and in the total variation norm are proved.
Optimal lter for general HMM
We consider the following model, with a hidden (non observed) state sequence fX n ; n 0g and an observation sequence fY n ; n 1g, taking values in a complete separable metric space E and in F = R d , respectively (in Section 6, it will be assumed that E = R m ) :
The state sequence fX n ; n 0g is de ned as an inhomogeneous Markov chain, with transition probability kernel Q n , i.e. P X n 2 dx j X 0:n?1 = x 0:n?1 ] = P X n 2 dx j X n?1 = x n?1 ] = Q n (x n?1 ; dx) ; for all n 1, and with initial probability distribution 0 . For instance, fX n ; n 0g could be de ned by the following equation X n = f n (X n?1 ; W n ) ; where fW n ; n 0g is a sequence of independent random variables, not necessarily Gaussian, independent of the initial state X 0 .
The memoryless channel assumption holds, i.e. given the state sequence fX n ; n 0g the observations fY n ; n 1g are independent random variables, for all n 1, the conditional probability distribution of Y n depends only on X n . For instance, the observation sequence fY n ; n 1g could be related to the state sequence fX n ; n 0g by Y n = h n (X n ; V n ) ; for all n 1, where fV n ; n 1g is a sequence of independent random variables, not necessarily Gaussian, independent of the state sequence fX n ; n 0g. In addition, it is assumed that for all n 1, the collection of probability distributions P Y n 2 dy j X n = x] on F, parametrized by x 2 E, is dominated, i.e. P Y n 2 dy j X n = x] = g n (x; y) F n (dy) ; for some nonnegative measure F n on F. The corresponding likelihood function is de ned by n (x) = g n (x; Y n ), and depends implicitely on the observation Y n .
The following notations and de nitions will be used throughout the paper.
The set of probability distributions on E, and the set of nonnegative measures on E, are denoted by P(E) and M + (E) respectively.
The notation k k is used for the total variation norm on the set of signed measures on E, and for the supremum norm on the set of bounded measurable functions de ned on E, depending on the context. With any nonnegative kernel K de ned on E, is associated a nonnegative linear operator acting on functions, denoted by K , and de ned by
for any measurable function de ned on E. Consequently, the adjoint nonnegative linear operator acting on nonnegative measures, and denoted by K, is de ned by
for any nonnegative measure on E.
With any nonzero 2 M + (E), i.e. such that (E) 6 = 0, is associated the normalized nonnegative measure (i.e. probability distribution) = = (E) 2 P(E).
With any nonnegative kernel K de ned on E, is associated the normalized nonnegative nonlinear operator K on M + (E), taking values in P(E), and de ned by K( ) = K =(K )(E) = K =(K )(E) = K( ) for any 2 M + (E) such that K (E) 6 = 0, and by K( ) = 0 otherwise.
INRIA
The problem of nonlinear ltering is to compute at each time n, the conditional probability distribution n of the state X n given the observation sequence Y 1:n = (Y 1 ; ; Y n ) up to time n. The transition from n?1 to n is described by the following diagram 
In particular, if (y) = g n (x; y), then (Y n ) = n (x), and E n (x) h njn?1 ; n i j Y 1:n?1 ] = Z F g n (x; y) F n (dy) = 1 ;
for any x 2 E.
For any n 1, we introduce the nonnegative kernel R n (x; dx 0 ) = Q n (x; dx 0 ) n (x 0 ) ; and the associated nonnegative linear operator R n = n Q n on M + (E), de ned by R n (dx 0 ) = Z E (dx) Q n (x; dx 0 ) n (x 0 ) ; for any 2 M + (E). Notice that R n depends on the observation Y n through the likelihood function n . With this de nition, (R n n?1 )(E) = h njn?1 ; n i is a.s. positive, the evolution of the optimal lter can be written as follows n = n (Q n n?1 ) = R n n?1 (R n n?1 )(E) = R n ( n?1 ) ; (1) and iteration yields n = R n ( n?1 ) = R n R m ( m?1 ) = R n:m ( m?1 ) :
Equation (1) shows clearly that the evolution of the optimal lter is nonlinear only because of the normalization term coming from the Bayes rule. In the following section a projective metric is introduced precisely to get rid of the normalization and to come down to the analysis of a linear evolution.
3 Hilbert metric on the set of nite nonnegative measures
In this section we recall the de nition of the Hilbert metric and its associated contraction coe cient, the Birkho contraction coe cient. We introduce also a mixing property for nonnegative kernels, and we state some properties relating the Hilbert metric with other distances on the set of probability distributions, e.g. the total variation norm, or a weaker distance suitable for random probability distributions. In the last part of the section, these de nitions and properties are specialized to the optimal ltering context. 
Moreover h is a projective distance, i.e. it is invariant under multiplication by positive scalars, hence the Hilbert distance between two unnormalized nonnegative measures is the same as the Hilbert distance between the two corresponding normalized measures : h( ; 0 ) = h( ; 0 ), for any ; 0 2 M + (E). In the nonlinear ltering context, this property will allow us to consider the linear transformation 7 ?! R n instead of the nonlinear transformation 7 ?! R n ( ) = R n =(R n )(E). This projective property does not hold for others distances.
Indeed, the following estimates show how the error between two unnormalized nonnegative measures can be used to bound the error between the two corresponding normalized measures. 
and
for any ; 0 2 M + (E).
The following two lemmas give several useful relations between the Hilbert metric, the total variation norm and a weaker distance suitable for random probability distributions. The proof can be found in Birkho 5] or in Hopf 17] . Notice that H(K) < 1 implies (K) < 1.
Specialization to the optimal ltering context
The stability results stated in the following sections will in general require that for any n 1, the nonnegative kernel R n is mixing, i.e. there exist a constant 0 < " n 1, and a nonnegative measure n 2 M + (E), such that " n n (A) R n (x; A) 1 " n n (A) ;
for any x 2 E, and any Borel subset A E. Notice that in full generality " n and n depend on the observation Y n , hence are random variables. (ii) If Q n is mixing, with the nonrandom constant " n , then R n is also mixing, with the same constant " n , and
Throughout the paper, for any integers m n, the contraction coe cient of the product R n:m = R n R m is denoted by n:m := (R n:m ) n m and by convention n:n+1 = m?1:m = 1. 
INRIA hence R n and R n 0 are comparable. Using equation (2) yields
where the supremum is taken over nonzero nonnegative measures. Then using Lemma 3.8 yields n = (R n ) = tanh 1 4 H(R n )] tanh(log 1
which ends the proof of (i).
If Q n is mixing, then R n = n Q n is also mixing, since
for any x 2 E, and any Borel subset A E, hence for any nonzero ; 0 2 M + (E), R n and R n 0 are comparable, with Radon Nikodym derivative
for any x 0 2 E, and similarly with interchanging the role of and 0 . Therefore
where the supremum is taken over nonzero nonnegative measures. Then using again Lemma 3.8, yields n = (R n ) (Q n ).
It follows from (ii) that a su cient condition for R n to be mixing, is that Q n is mixing, but this is not a necessary condition, as illustrated by the example below, where the Markov kernel Q n is not mixing, but the nonnegative kernel R n is (equivalent, in a sense to be de ned below, to) a mixing kernel. Example 3.10. Assume that 0 has compact support C 0 E, and that for any n 1, the function n has compact support C n E, and the transition probability kernel Q n is de ned by Q n (x; dx 0 ) = (2 ) ?m=2 expf? jx 0 j ; which are both nite a.s., it holds expf? n?1 0 n ? 2 n?1 g q n (x; x 0 ) expf n?1 0 n g ; (9) for any x 2 C n?1 and any x 0 2 C n . De ne R n (x; dx 0 ) = Q n (x; dx 0 ) n (x 0 ) ; as usual, and R n (x; dx 0 ) = 1 fx 2 C n?1 g R n (x; dx 0 ) + 1 fx 6 2 C n?1 g n (x 0 ) (dx 0 ) = 1 fx 2 C n?1 g q n (x; x 0 ) + 1 fx 6 2 C n?1 g ] n (x 0 ) (dx 0 ) :
Notice rst that the sequence f n ; n 0g de ned by (1) satis es also n = R n n?1 (R n n?1 )(E) : (10) Moreover, it follows from (9) that expf? n?1 0 n ?
for any x 2 E, and any Borel subset A E, i.e. the nonnegative kernel R n is mixing. Therefore, stability and approximation properties of the sequence f n ; n 0g de ned by (1), can be obtained directly by studying (10) instead, which involves mixing operators.
Stability of nonlinear lters
In practice one has rarely access to the initial distribution of the hidden state process, hence it is important to study the stability of the lter w.r.t. its initial condition. Moreover, the answer to this question will be useful to study the stability of the lter w.r.t. the model. Let n denote the lter initialized with the correct 0 , and let 0 n denote the lter initialized with a wrong 0 0 , i.e. n = R n:1 ( 0 ) and 0 n = R n:1 ( 0 0 ). We are interested in the total variation error at time n induced by the initial error. To solve the nonlinear ltering problem, one must have a model to describe the state / observation system, fX n ; n 0g, fY n ; n 1g, as presented in Section 2. The general hidden Markov model is based on the initial condition 0 , on the transition kernels Q n and on the likelihood functions n , which de ne the evolution operator R n for the optimal lter n . But, as for the initial condition, in practice one has rarely access to the true model. In particular, the prior information on the state sequence is in general unknown and the choice of Q n is approximative. Similarly, the probabilistic relation between the observation and the state is in general unknown and the choice of n is also approximative. As a result, instead of using the true model, it is common INRIA to work with a wrong model, based on a wrong transition kernel Q 0 n and a wrong likelihood function 0 n , which de ne the evolution operator R 0 n for a wrong lter 0 n .
Another situation is when the evolution operator R n is known, but di cult to compute. For the purpose of practical implementation, one constructs an approximate lter 0 n such that the evolution 0 n?1 7 ?! 0 n is easy to compute and close to the true evolution 0 n?1 7 ?! R n ( 0 n?1 ).
We are interested in bounding the global error between 0 n and n induced by the local errors committed at each time step. We suppose here that 0 = 0 0 , since the problem of a wrong initialization has already been studied above. In full generality, we assume that f 0 n ; n 0g is a random sequence with values in P(E), satisfying the following property : for any n k 1 and for any bounded measurable function F de ned on (18) hence using the triangle inequality and estimate (12), yields
Taking conditional expectation w.r.t. the observations and using (13), yields (17) . Let us consider nally the case where we can only estimate the local error in the weak sense
This typically happens if the approximate lter 0 k is an empirical probability distribution associated with R k ( 0 k?1 ) : in this case, bounding the local error requires to use the law of large numbers, which can only provide estimates in the weak sense. However, if the nonnegative kernel R k+1 is dominated, then using Lemma 3.5, the local error transported by R k+1 can be bounded in total variation with the same precision Proof of Theorem 4.8. Using the decomposition (18) and the triangle inequality, yields j h 0 n ? n ; i j j h 0 n ? R n ( 0 n?1 ); i j
For any 1 k n ? 2, using estimate (12) yields k R n:
; and the mixing property yields (R k+1 0 k )(E) " k+1 k+1 (E) : Taking conditional expectation w.r.t. the observations, using estimate (7) with K = R k+1 , = R k ( 0 k?1 ), 0 = 0 k and F = Y 1:n , and using (13), yields
Combining these estimates yields
Finally, taking conditional expectation w.r.t. the observations in (20) , yields (19).
5 Uniform convergence of interacting particle lters
In this section and in the next section, we consider again the framework introduced in Section 4, but now the wrong model is chosen deliberately, such that the wrong lter can easily be computed, and remains close to the optimal lter. More speci cally, we are interested in particle methods to approximate numerically the optimal lter, and we provide estimates of the approximation error. The idea common to all particle lters is to generate an N sample ( 
To approximate the posterior probability distribution , it follows immediately from Lemma 5.1, and using estimate (3) The method proposed here to approximate the posterior probability distribution is somehow intermediate, between the classical importance sampling method, which uses a xed number of random variables, and the acceptance / rejection method, which requires a random number of random variables. In Lemma 5.3, the number of random variables generated is random as in the acceptance / rejection method, but there is no rejection, since all the random variables generated are explicitly used in the approximation, as in the importance sampling method. The Cauchy Schwartz inequality yields
The optional stopping theorem yields 2 Interacting particle lter Let N n denote the interacting particle lter (IPF) approximation of n . The transition from N n?1 to N n is described by the following diagram In practice, the particle approximation N njn?1 is completely characterized by the particle system ( :
The resampling step (ii) requires to generate random variables according to the weighted discrete probability distribution N n , which can be easily implemented.
First we check that the IPF satis es (13) . Indeed, for any n k 1 and for any bounded measurable function F de ned on P(E)
Remark 5.5. Notice that the weights f! 1 n ; ; ! N n g are not well de ned in the particular case where the normalization constant c n is zero. Hence Del Moral and Jacod 10] propose to reinitialize the particles to a single arbitrary point of the state space whenever c n is zero, and they study the behavior of the resulting particle system. Obvously, this problem cannot happen if the likelihood function n is positive. By construction, the sequential particle lter de ned at the end of this section does not run into this problem. (E), with density q n+1 (x; ) bounded by c n+1 , for any x 2 E, then convergence in the weak sense of the particle lter can be used to prove convergence in total variation of the particle predictor. Indeed, using Lemma 3.5 yields E k n+1jn ? Q n+1 N n k j Y 1:n ] c n+1 n+1 (E) sup : k k=1 E j h n ? N n ; i j j Y 1:n ] ;
where both n+1jn and Q n+1 N n are absolutely continuous w.r.t. n+1 , and (23), we see that, for the local error to be small, the empirical mean of the likelihood function over the predicted particle system should be large enough. This theoretical argument is also supported by numerical evidence, in cases where the likelihood function is localized in a small region of the state space (which typically arises when measurements are accurate). Indeed, such a region can be so small that it does not contain enough points of the predicted particle system, which automatically results in a small value of the predicted empirical mean of the likelihood function. This phenomenon is called degeneracy of particle weights and is a known cause of divergence of particle lters. To solve this degeneracy problem, one idea is to add a regularization step to the algorithm : the resulting lters, called regularized particle lters (RPF) are studied in the next section. Another idea is to control the predicted empirical mean
by using an adaptive number of particles. To guarantee a local error of order k , independently of any lower bound assumption on the likelihood function, we choose a random number of particles
that will automatically t the di cult case of localized likelihood functions : the resulting lter, called sequential particle lter (SPF) is studied below.
Sequential particle lter
Let Nn n denote the sequential particle lter (SPF) approximation of n . The transition from Nn?1 n?1 to Nn n is described by the following diagram :
Exactly as for the IPF, the resampling step (ii) requires to generate random variables according to the weighted discrete probability distribution Nn n , which can be easily implemented. Notice that a.s. n (x) > 0 : First we check that the SPF satis es (13) . Indeed, for any n k 1 and for any bounded measurable
The following theorem shows that using a random number of particles allows to control the local error independently of any lower bound assumption on the likelihood functions. The counterpart is that the computational time of the resulting algorithm is random, and that the expected number of particles does depend on the integrated lower bounds of the likelihood functions.
Theorem 5.12. If for any k 1, the nonnegative operator R k is mixing, and the random number N k of particles is de ned as in (24) Corollary 5.13. If for any k 1, the nonnegative operator R k is mixing with " k " > 0, and the random number N k of particles is de ned as in (24) In this section, we have proved that the IPF and its sequential variant converge uniformly in time under the mixing assumption. This theoretical argument is also supported by numerical evidence, e.g. in extreme cases where the hidden state sequence satis es a noise free state equation. Indeed, because multiple copies are produced after each resampling step, the diversity of the particle system can only decrease along the time in such cases, and the particle system ultimately concentrates on a few points, if not a single point, of the state space. This phenomenon is called degeneracy of particle locations and is another known cause of divergence of particle lters. To solve this degeneracy problem, and also the problem of degeneracy of particle weights already mentionned, we have proposed in Musso and Oudjane 23] to add a regularization step in the algorithm, so as to guarantee the diversity of the particle system along the time : the resulting lters, called regularized particle lters (RPF), are studied in the next section under the same mixing assumption.
6 Uniform convergence of regularized particle lters
The main idea consists in changing the discrete approximation N n for an absolutely continuous approximation,
with the e ect that in the resampling step N random variables are generated according to an absolutely continuous distribution, hence producing a new particle system with N di erent particle locations. In doing this, we implicitly assume that the hidden state sequence takes values in a Euclidean space E = R m , and that the optimal lter n has a smooth density w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, which is the case in most applications. From the theoretical point of view, this additional assumption allows to obtain strong approximations of the optimal lter, in total variation or in the L p sense for any p 1. In practice, this provides approximate lters which are much more stable along the time than the IPF. To obtain an absolutely continuous approximation is achieved by adding a regularization step in the algorithm, using a kernel method, classical in density estimation. If the regularization occurs before the correction by the likelihood function, we obtain the pre regularized particle lter, the numerical analysis of which has been done in Le Gland, Musso and Oudjane 22] , in the general case without the mixing assumption. An improved version of the pre regularized particle lter, called the kernel lter, is proposed in H rzeler and K nsch 18]. If the regularization occurs after the correction by the likelihood function, we obtain the post regularized particle lter, which has been proposed in Musso and Notice that convolution by K h preserves the total mass, i.e. K h (E) = (E) for any 2 M + (E), hence K h is the normalized nonnegative measure (i.e. probability distribution) associated with the unnormalized nonnegative measure K h . Moreover, K h approximates in the following sense. The proof for the one dimensional case can be found in Silverman 27] or Devroye 13] , and for the multidimensional case in Raviart 26] or Holmstr m and Klemel 16] .
Given a sample ( 1 ; ; N ) from an unknown probability distribution 2 P(E) with a smooth density, and given a positive function which can be evaluated at any point of E, we are interested in approximating the projective product by a probability distribution with a smooth density. By construction, the approximation error can be estimated in a strong sense such as the total variation. Of course, more sample points are needed to approximate a whole density, than are needed to simply approximate moments, as in the weak sense approximation. Typically, the sample size depends on the dimension, which is the usual curse of dimensionality. However, getting an approximation of the whole density is usually worth the e ort, as it allows to get meaningful information, e.g. con dence regions.
The classical density estimation theory, see e.g. 27] for the L the sample and provides kernel type estimators K h S N ( ).
: the pre regularized estimator (K h S N ( )) where the regularization occurs before the correction by , and the post regularized estimator K h ( S N ( )) where the regularization occurs after the correction by . We immediately see that the pre regularized estimator consists in applying the correction by to the classical density estimator K h S N ( ) and that both estimators reduce to the classical density estimator when is constant. Consequently, we will focus below on estimating the mean error for the post regularized estimator, and results for the pre regularized estimator will follow immediately. In Proposition 6.3, we consider the mean error between the unnormalized nonnegative measures K h ( S N ( )) and . In the general case, the error between the corresponding probability distributions K h ( S N ( )) and will then be derived using estimate (4), but in some particular cases we may derive some sharper bounds. In what follows, we only state some bounds without trying to optimize over the bandwidth h or the regularization kernel K. Proposition 6.3. Let The proof is based on the following decomposition of the error into variation and bias errors
Under the assumptions, the nonnegative measure is absolutely continuous w.r. 
for any bounded measurable test function de ned on E, which proves the estimate in the weak sense.
The proof of the estimate in total variation is classical. By de nition 
Using the Minkowski inequality yields
and using estimate (25) 
2 Pre regularized particle lter Let N;h n denote the pre regularized particle lter (pre RPF) approximation of n . The transition from N n?1 to N;h n is described by the following diagram :
The resampling step (ii) requires to generate random variables according to a complex probability distribution known up to a normalization constant, which can be done with a rejection algorithm, see Devroye 12] , or with the more e cient local rejection algorithm, see H rzeler and K nsch 18], if the kernel K has compact support.
In any case, the implementation is less straightforward than for the IPF.
First we check that the pre RPF satis es (13) . Indeed, for any n k 1 and for any bounded measurable function F de ned on P(E) Remark 6.7. Assumption R is equivalent to suppose that for any x 2 E, the probability distribution Q k (x; ) is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, with density q k (x; ) in W The convergence result stated in Theorem 6.9 would still hold with a time dependent bandwidth, and with a time dependent number of particles. Proof of Theorem 6.9. To prove the estimate in the weak sense, it is su cient to bound the local error To prove the estimate in total variation, it is su cient to bound the local error TV k in total variation, and to apply Theorem 4.6. Using estimate (4) In the pre RPF, the correction is applied directly to a regularized probability distribution, hence each point in the support of the regularized density is updated, and in principle the degeneracy of particle weights which occurs when the correction is applied to a discrete probability distribution, as in the IPF, is now avoided. This intuition is supported by numerical evidence, and by the following theorem, which shows that it is possible to control the local error, averaged over observation sequences, independently of any lower bound assumption on the likelihood functions (notice that the a.s. bounds of Theorem 6.9 still depend on the integrated lower bounds of the likelihood functions). Both the SPF, see Theorem 5.12, and the pre RPF allow to bound the error independently of any lower bound assumption on the likelihood functions, and the computational time of both algorithms is random (recall that a rejection is needed in the resampling step (ii) of the pre RPF). Proof of Theorem 6.10. It is su cient to bound the local error E with nonrandom " k , hence using inequality (4) yields Remark 6.12. In the same way as for the SPF, see Theorem 5.12, one could think of using a random number of particles, so as to avoid any lower bound assumption on the likelihood functions. However, for the pre RPF, it is not su cient to evaluate the quantity k ( i kjk?1 ) for each simulated particle, but one has to evaluate the integral Z E n (x) K h (x ? i njn?1 ) dx ;
instead. This evaluation is in general very costly, which makes the idea of using a random number of particles for the pre RPF rather unpractical. 2 Post regularized particle lter The resampling step (ii) requires to generate random variables according to the weighted mixture N;h n of rescaled kernels, which can be easily implemented.
First we check that the post RPF satis es (13 INRIA Proof of Theorem 6.15. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.9 except that estimates (26) and (27) are used here with = k .
To prove the estimate in the weak sense, it is su cient to bound the local error To prove the estimate in total variation, it is su cient to bound the local error TV k in total variation, and to apply Theorem 4.6. Since convolution by K h preserves the total mass, using estimate (4) 
